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NATO-RUSSIA: IS THERE A FUTURE? 
   
By Nicholas Williams  
21 May 2024 
 
Incredible as it may seem, NATO does not have a Russia strategy. Except for defending against 
Russia and supporAng Ukraine to do the same, the wider strategic dimension is missing. Does 
NATO aim to return to dialogue with Russia when condiAons permit? Or does it aim merely to 
contain and contest Russia militarily? As in the past, does NATO aim to push arms control as 
part of a policy of limiAng military compeAAon with Russia? At the very least, does it aim to 
preserve the NATO-Russia Council, which met, more or less regularly, from 1997 to 2021, as a 
forum for dialogue or, more frequently, disagreement? Perhaps most ambiguously, what is 
now the status of the NATO-Russia Founding Act1, the comprehensive agreement signed in 
1997 at the high point of NATO-Russia opAmism about future partnership and cooperaAon? 
These quesAons are all unanswered. 

 
 

NATO has been divided over Russia 
 
That Act was signed by NATO and Russian leaders at the height of opAmism for Russia-NATO 
cooperaAon. In return for accepAng, albeit grudgingly, the forthcoming enlargement of NATO, 
Russia managed to prise significant military concessions from NATO, before the first wave of 
new members joined. These concessions included nuclear restraints on NATO which NATO sAll 
abides by.  Eastern allies believe that NATO should abandon the NATO-Russia Founding Act 
with its one-sided military constraints, implying a second-class status for the “new members”, 
and its presumpAon of dialogue with Russia. 
 
Since Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, some eastern allies (most significantly the BalAcs, Czechia 
and Poland but backed by the UK) have argued for a wider policy discussion on Russia.  Eastern 
allies were aiming for a clear repudiaAon of the 1997 NATO Russia Founding Act. In short, in 
urging a debate about a NATO policy toward Russia, Eastern European allies wanted to 
establish that there could not be a return to the status quo ante.  
 
Opposed to opening a debate on the NATO-Russia Founding Act were the US, Germany and 
several Western European allies. They opposed a debate on NATO’s longer-term Russia policy 
on the ground that such a policy cannot be discussed, let alone determined, before knowing 
how the conflict in Ukraine is concluded.  

 
1 Founding Act on Mutual Rela1ons, Coopera1on and Security between NATO and the Russian Federa1on 
signed by Boris Yeltsin and NATO leaders at the NATO Summit in Paris, 27 May 1997. 
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The US stance has caused suspicions among eastern European allies. They fear that the US 
might be tempted to se^le the Russia-Ukraine conflict on terms over the heads of allies to 
saAsfy US electoral imperaAves while sacrificing the interests of eastern allies.  
 
This difference with NATO is changing. Now there seems to be a consensus that NATO’s 
Washington Summit in July should iniAate a wide-ranging discussion on what the wider 
relaAonship with Russia should look like. In a nutshell, containment and confrontaAon versus 
deterrence and dialogue, the classic NATO approach2.  

 
 

NATO made concessions to Russia  
to secure its acceptance of NATO Enlargement 

 
At the heart of this differences within the Alliance has been the status of the 1997 NATO-
Russia Founding Act 1997. At the Ame, the NATO-Russia Founding Act was considered a 
triumph of US diplomacy. Signed at a NATO summit in Paris in May 1997, NATO effecAvely 
made important military concessions to Boris Yeltsin’s Russia in return for Russian acceptance 
that NATO would enlarge for the first Ame since the end of the Cold War. Despite persistent 
Russian accusaAons of NATO betrayal by enlarging in 1999, Russia in 1997 accepted the 
principle of NATO enlargement, albeit reluctantly. In return, Russia extracted restraints from 
NATO on the forward deployment of nuclear and convenAonal forces on the territory of future 
new members.  
 
Therefore, with the full knowledge and hesitant acceptance of Russia, NATO duly enlarged in 
1999 with the first wave of former Warsaw Pact countries, the Czech Republic, Hungary and 
Poland. In addiAon to the promise of NATO military restraint, Russia also got the establishment 
of the NATO Russia Council and a commitment by NATO to cooperate closely with Russia in all 
significant security issues affecAng Europe. This Council met more or less regularly from 1997 
to December 2021, the eve of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. 

 
 
 
 

 
2 The 1967 “Report of the Council on the Future Tasks of the Alliance”, also known as the Harmel Report, was a seminal document in 
NATO’s history. It reasserted NATO’s basic principles and effecJvely introduced the noJon of deterrence and détente, seMng the scene for 
NATO’s first steps toward a more cooperaJve approach to security issues. 
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Peace in our <me: NATO’s grand vision  
for coopera<on with Russia 

 
The Founding Act was a blueprint for NATO’s future cooperaAon with Russia. Its ambiAons 
were laudable, parAcularly the mutual commitment to address jointly the peacekeeping and 
peace-making challenges of Europe in the post-Cold war era. Russia had already parAcipated 
in NATO’s peacekeeping operaAon in Bosnia and Hercegovina, and had a General at NATO’s 
strategic military HQ for this purpose.  President Clinton had done everything possible to 
secure the re-elecAon of Boris Yeltsin as Russian president in 1986. NATO and Russian 
relaAonships were on a roll. The US vision of a “Europe whole and free” seemed to have been 
realised with the NATO-Russia Founding Act3. 

 
 

The devil is in the military detail 
 
The document itself can be considered to consist of three substanAal elements. The first was 
the set of poliAcal and declaratory statements pledging both Russia and NATO members to 
respect the various agreements and principles that shaped the post-Cold War era. Each side 
had its cherished principles reflected in the text. For example, Russia got in the idea that 
security in Europe was indivisible: in other words, that NATO's security could not be achieved 
at the expense of Russia. By all accounts4, the poliAcal, declaratory and procedural elements 
of the text were se^led amicably and without too much difficulty. And that included a Russian 
acceptance of the right of all states in Europe to choose their own security path. Both Russia 
and NATO reiterated their commitment to the principle of: 
 

“Respect for sovereignty, independence and territorial integrity of all states and their 
inherent right to choose the means to ensure their own security”  

 
All the familiar European poliAcal principles, such as respect for territorial integrity, non-use 
of force to resolve disputes etc, were easily reaffirmed by Russia and NATO in 1997.  
 
The document also contained far reaching procedural arrangements for the NATO Russia 
Council (iniAally called the NATO-Russia Permanent Joint Council) to meet regularly and 
persistently at various levels to further the goal of “consultaAon, cooperaAon joint decision 
making and joint acAon”. In words, though not deeds5, NATO promised to consult closely with 
Russia on their mutual security concerns. 

 
3 The US goal of a “Europe whole and free” was first spelled out in “Remarks to the CiJzens in Mainz by President George Bush. Mainz, 
Federal Republic of Germany, May 31, 1989.  
4 Based on the author’s discussion with an official closely involved in the dra]ing. 
5 The NATO intervenJon in Kosovo in 1999 was an instance when the Russians felt that NATO had not consulted them adequately.  
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In its military restraints, the NATO-Russia  
Founding Act was deliberately one sided 

 
It was the third element of the Act, the military dimension, where the negoAaAons were the 
toughest, necessitaAng expert military views from generals on both sides. Despite the hard 
discussions, the Act contained some militarily significant commitments by NATO, in the form 
of what later became known as the three nuclear “noes”. NATO assured Russia that its 
members had: 
 

• no intenAon, no plan and no reason to deploy nuclear weapons on the territory of 
new members. 

• no need to change any aspect of NATO's nuclear posture or nuclear policy. 
• no intenAon, no plan, and no reason to establish nuclear weapon storage sites on the 

territory of future new members . 
 

As significantly, NATO stated in the Act that “in the current and foreseeable security 
environment, the alliance will carry out its collecAve defence and other missions by ensuring... 
that it would rely on reinforcement rather than the addiAonal permanent staAoning of 
substanAal combat forces in the new member states.” In other words, NATO did not see that 
there would be a requirement to move substanAal convenAonal forces or infrastructure 
forward onto the territory of the future new members. In effect, Russia received assurances 
that NATO enlargement would not result in an eastward basing of substanAal convenAonal or 
nuclear forces. 
 
In its military restraints, the NATO-Russia Founding Act was one sided. Russia accepted no 
similar or reciprocal limitaAons, except for some vague commitment to restraint. Aler all, 
Russia was not expanding eastwards. On the contrary, it had retracted westwards. Despite 
President PuAn’s 2023 announcement of staAoning Russian nuclear weapons in Belarus, NATO 
maintains the nuclear stance detailed in the 1997 Founding Act6. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
6 “Pu%n: Russia to sta%on nuclear weapons in Belarus”, James Gregory, BBC News website, 23 May 2023. 
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Ambiguity of Status 
 
The NATO-Russia Founding Act’s current status is ambiguous. NATO has not formally 
renounced it. According to the NATO Secretary General in March 2022, “Russia has walked 
away from the NATO-Russia Founding Act. They have violated it again and again.”7  
 
More formally, NATO 's 2022 Strategic Concept declares that “we cannot consider the Russian 
FederaAon to be our partner”. It seems therefore that NATO, without formal renunciaAon, 
regards the Act as overtaken by events. Russia also appears to regard NATO as having reneged 
on its commitments. In their proposal of December 2021 for an agreement with NATO, Russia 
proposed effecAvely punng the clock back to 1997, in terms of NATO infrastructure, before 
the admission in 1999 of the three new NATO members. 
 
But why did NATO in 1997 make military concessions to a Russia which was weak and not 
considered a threat? The answer lies in the inevitability of NATO enlargement. The US had 
already determined that NATO should accede to the increasingly irresisAble demands from 
the Czechs, Poles and Hungarians to join NATO, in accordance with its post-Cold War vision of 
“a Europe whole and free”. Russian acceptance or, at least acquiescence, of NATO 
enlargement was considered essenAal if the process of eastward expansion were not to result 
in the return to the bloc-to-bloc division of the Cold War. 
 
The NATO-Russia Founding Act marked the high point of ambiAon and opAmism in terms of 
NATO-Russia relaAons. More than that, it set out a number or principles that provided a 
framework for a partnership that endured with difficulty, but funcAonally, over the next 25 
years. In the words of the agreement, “This Act defines the goals and mechanism of 
consultaAon, cooperaAon, joint decision-making and joint acAon that will consAtute the core 
of the mutual relaAons between NATO and Russia.” Despite its high-sounding Atle, the 
Founding Act was not a legal document but a poliAcal document which each side undertook 
to respect. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
7 “Russia has walked away from the NATO-Russia Founding Act”, NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg”, 
hbps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ig_fciPKjUQ 
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The US Goal of “A Europe Whole and Free” 
 
The US as the sole superpower exercised its unique authority in the alermath of the Cold 
War. It had even grander ambiAons for Europe than mere NATO collecAve defence, which in 
any case it discounted as a possibility against a much-weakened Russia. In effect, the US had 
the ambiAon to remake and integrate Europe by bringing Russia in from the cold, on the one 
hand, and enlarging NATO, on the other. The US viewed NATO enlargement and Russian 
partnership as part of an overall European integraAon strategy that would transcend the old 
Cold War divide and would project stability eastward.8  
 
NATO was therefore willing to reassure Russia that its nuclear and convenAonal infrastructure 
would not move further eastwards because of enlargement. To the contrary, the US 
maintained that, by means of the NATO Russia Founding Act, Russia was moving westwards 
to take its righoul place in a new and integraAng Europe. As Madeleine Albright, the US 
Secretary of State at the Ame, repeatedly stated: Russia would have a voice in NATO counsels, 
but not a veto. 
 
In keeping with NATO confidence that it no longer faced a tangible threat from Russia, there 
were no reciprocal restraints in the Act expected from the Russian FederaAon. From NATO's 
perspecAve the concessions weren't seen as concessions at all. In NATO's 1995 study on 
enlargement9, the alliance made it clear that its funcAon of collecAve defence could be 
fulfilled in ways that did not involve moving forces or nuclear infrastructure towards Russia. 
Norway and Denmark, for example, had self-declared restraints on the presence of nuclear 
weapons on their territory and in their ports. Other exisAng allies did not have NATO forces or 
infrastructure on their territory. NATO therefore considered that the absence of nuclear 
weapons or substanAal convenAonal forces on the territory of future new members did not 
materially affect NATO 's ability to reinforce and defend future new members in the event of 
a threat. 
 
From a NATO perspecAve, and of course driven by US interest in a Europe “whole and free”, 
the Founding Act was an essenAal precondiAon for NATO enlargement. From a Russian 
perspecAve, NATO enlargement was a problem, but containable as long as Russia could hold 
the Alliance to it promises of partnership and cooperaAon. The day aler the signature of the 
Act, NATO began the discussion of the formaliAes of enlargement, by which Czechia, Hungary 
and Poland joined in 1999, in Ame to parAcipate in the Kosovo conflict. 
 
 
 

 
8 Ronald D. Asmus, “Opening NATO’s Door”, Council on Foreign RelaJons, p239, and passim for a full account of the significance of NATO 
enlargement in US policy for remaking Europe a]er the Cold War. 
9 “Study on NATO Enlargement”, NATO, 3 September 1995 
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Over the years, poliAcally, NATO and Russia maintained a funcAoning relaAonship, albeit far 
from the easy and close cooperaAon envisaged in the Act. The NATO-Russia Council met many 
Ames (it even went through a superficial upgrade in 2002). Before 2014 there was close and 
mutually producAve cooperaAon in relaAon to Afghanistan. However, since Russia's 
annexaAon of Crimea in 2014 the relaAonship has been fioul and distant, with the NATO-
Russia Council turning into a forum for NATO members accusing Russia of violaAng the very 
Act that provided the basis for dialogue and cooperaAon between the two. 

 
 

NATO-Russia – the Future 
 

NATO is set to have a discussion of its wider relaAonship with Russia aler its Summit in July 
2024. There will be those who will want to reject the Founding Act in its enArety, even the 
potenAally useful forum of the NATO-Russia Council. This would be short-sighted. There is too 
much value in the NATO Russia Founding Act to abandon it completely. At some stage, the 
conflict in Ukraine will end, probably without either side saAsfied with the outcome. NATO 
collecAvely will then face a choice, whether to try to contain Russia or to try painstakingly to 
reconstruct a modus vivendi with it. Russia will also face a choice: whether to build up its 
military capability even more at ruinous expense, or to try to limit the inevitable military 
compeAAon to the lowest possible level of armaments by engaging in arms control and 
confidence building measures.  
 
It will take a long Ame even to restart dialogue, let alone make progress towards a renewal of 
arms control and restraint. The best that can be hoped for eventually is a modus vivendi, 
accompanied by a fioul and accusatory dialogue. The NATO promise to Ukraine on 
membership will be repeated at NATO’s July 2024 Washington Summit, albeit “when 
condiAons are met”. This open-ended promise will reinforce the stand-off with Russia, 
irrespecAve of how the current conflict ends. But it is worth the effort to salvage some 
elements of the NATO-Russia relaAonship to avoid the alternaAve – perpetual compeAAon 
and confrontaAon. NATO so far has abided by “the three nuclear noes” set out in the Founding 
Act. However long it takes, perhaps a reiteraAon of a willingness on both sides to maintain 
nuclear restraint in Europe would help to set the ball rolling. Regre^ably, Sisyphus comes to 
mind. 
 


